Valid Tuesday 9th to 16th July, 2019
GENERAL OUTLOOK

Wind Speed & Direction at the Sea:
• Mainly S’ly
• Fresh - strong breeze (20-27kts) over Kenya,

• Strong breeze –gale winds (22-34kts) over Somalia, worst on the extreme north.

Sig. Wave Height at the Sea:
• Mainly SSE’ly.
• High waves (2.0-3.0 m) from 9th-12th, (2.5-3.5m) from 13th-16th over Kenya,
• High waves (2.5-4m) over Somalia, worst over the extreme north.

Sea conditions:
• Rough conditions prevail over the Kenyan and Somali coast, worst from 13th to 16th July.

Advisory:
• Small vessels advised to venture the sea with caution throughout the forecast period and take note of worst conditions from 13th to 16th July, 2019.